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First Day at Camp W!
By Jack Delman
Today, July 1st was the first day of Camp W. There are lots of fun
and new activities that have been added to the camp since the last time
some of us were here, but obviously, there are many activities that
remain from last year. Some new activities are Camp Yearbook, which is
similar to the Camp Newspaper, except its making and writing a
yearbook

online.

Some

more

activities are Kite Flying, “Slime
Slime All the Time,” and Remote Control Cars. All of the titles for them
are pretty self-explanatory, but they are all great ways for little kids to
have fun at camp. But as I said, there are still some of the old activities
that remain here, such as Computers, Camp Newspaper, Camp Show, and
other fun activities! Many of the counselors from last year have also returned, but there have been some
new counselors that have recently joined the team.
Another unique thing that Camp W has is the introduction of
C.I.T’s, which is short for a Counselor In Training. Of course, I have my
fair share of favorite choice periods. The ones that I am choosing for the
first couple of weeks are Computers, Camp Newspaper, and Camp
Yearbook! My preferred choice periods from the time that I have been at
Camp W would be Computers and Camp Newspaper because I enjoy coding and doing lots of things online. I
believe that writing can be enjoyable. I am so excited to see all of the rest of the activities that Camp W has
to offer, and I can’t wait for you to experience them as well.

Steve Max

By Braydon Cohen, Aiden Dearborn, and Robert Schreiber

Simon Sez Guy

Floods of rain, pounds of hail, and howling wind. That may be enough to knock
down the tent, but not strong enough to knock down the Camp W spirit. July 1st
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was a regular day, with everyone
having fun as usual. Even though our

On the first day of camp, the

tent was down, we were able to

first activity that we had after

continue

activities.

choice periods was Simon Says,

Unfortunately, other factors were

hosted by the “Simon says god,”

affected by the storm. The Dix Hills

Steve Max! All of the kids had an

Pool lost its power, so the swimming

opportunity to participate and

periods were shortened. There were even reports in Islip (a town on Long

play Simon Says. They also held

Island) of a tornado! Many houses too lost power, and trees fell down. In

a

conclusion, the storm caused all those problems, but Camp W still held steady!

competition, where the girls won.
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Steve Max is known for traveling

Camp Lounge
By Aiden Dearborn and Robert Schreiber
The camp lounge is a new edition to camp w, and it is incredible!! This room
has all kinds of things. Like air hockey, TV’s, Uno, and a gumball machine that
you can use. They also have Netflix to entertain campers. It has been getting
positive reviews by campers and staff. Some people say that it is better than
the game room!!! A lot of people say that they like to watch Netflix shows
that they love to watch at home. The camp lounge is an excellent addition to
the Camp W’s lineup of activities.

Interview with Andre
By Braydon Cohen and Frankie Parente
“Why did you want to work at Camp W?”
“The camp owner Evan is a very enthusiastic person and
has a love for engaging youth. He is my boss for Bar Mitzvah bouncer and knew
that any company he owns is ran correctly and positive.”
What do you do during the school year?
“I am a chemistry teacher in Far Rockaway, Queens. This year we won first place
in robotics. WOOOOOO!”

all around the world, to NBA
games,

to

schools,

summer

camps, and other exciting places!
Many kids had the opportunity to
participate,

and

even

some

counselors got the chance to
participate.

Steve

Max

definitely made the end of the
day a good one, and the kids
excited and happy. It was a
perfect way to end an excellent
first day.

Interview with Robbie
By Francesco Parente
F: How do you feel about camp?
R: I feel absolutely amazing at camp.
F: What is your favorite activity at camp?
R: My favorite activity at camp is Ga Ga Ball.
F: How long have you worked in camp?
R: This is my 3rd year at camp.
F: What you think about your group?
R: My group is super energetic and super wacky.
F: Would you recommended Camp W to other people?
R: A million times yes.

Note from The Staff of Newspaper !
Hello everybody! We hope you all have had an amazing first week of camp. We did so many fun things so
far and it’s only the first week! Our staff’s favorite things so far have been the waterslide, silly sock day, the
senior trip to Island Rock and getting to know all the new staff & campers here at Camp W. We are also excited
about what is coming up like wild wild west day, the group performances, and all the fun trips we have planned.
We hope you are as excited as we are! Hip Hip Horary for Camp W!!!

